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ABSTRACT

Phase diagrams of N=2 superconformal field theories are mapped OUL It is shown that

they coincide with bifurcation sets in catastrophe theory. The results are applied to the determina-

tion of renormaliiation group flows triggered by a combination of two or more relevant operators.

Recently it has become increasingly clear that there are deep connections be-

tween N=2 superconformal field theories and geometry(topology) of the singularity

of the corresponding algebraic varieties, through N=2 super Landau Ginzburg(LG)
0-8) 5),6),7)

field theories. In a series of previous papers, we have investigated the relationship

between tachyona in N=2 superconformal models and topology changing of the

defining polynomials of corresponding Calabi-Yau manifolds, and the changing of

one conformal field theory to another triggered by a relevant operator(tachyon
6)

fields;. We also found a relation between a set of physical quantities associated to

a conformal model and a set of topological quantities associated to the singularity

of correspond ing algebraic variety.

In this paper, we would like to map out the phase diagram of N=2 super-

conformal field theories. The infrared fixed point of renormalization group(RG)

flow of N=2 super LG field theories are identified with N=2 aupereonformal field

theories in refs.3)/0^),12) . For example, the fixed point of LG field theory with
3),«),8)

the action

( 1 )
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is the N=2 discrete series of An, type. Then how does the infrared fixed

point change if interaction terms <p ty • • • & are added to LG action? To

each interaction term, there is a coupling constant Q. <3, ••• Q . Therefore,the
i/'/J'i > Jn-t

infrared fixed point changes depending on the set of coupling constants Q Q •

Submitted for publication.

We add lower power polynomial interaction terms to LG potential.



cti= i i (.= 1 . 2 , - ^ - 0
s

Then, in (n-1) dimensional coupling constant space, {

draw a phase diagram.

(2)

/ % . • . « . . , > •

Let us first consider the simplest case i.e. n=3.

+ c.c.

(3 )

If df -Of; = 0 . then the infrared fixed point describes the Aj conformal

model. On the other hand, if Ol,fO and otj ^0 , but Q and (V?

satisfy the following relation;

then the fixed point describes /\p model. We will show why this is the case.

In this case, <^= 0 is not a critical point of W. The critical point of W is

<P = Cb where ffj satisfies

2a3 = (V, , - (5)

We shift the LG field (V by a constant superfield Q-s which does not de-

pend on 2 dimensional coordinates £

( 6 )

The kinetic term of LG action is not changed under this constant shift of the field,

- 3 -

up to a constant.

constant (7)

The potential term is

(8)

^rif ft is a constant superfield and -jr (p term is irrelevant which means

that LG action with this term has the same infrared stable fixed point as that with-

out this term. Therefore, infrared fixed point of the LG action describes f\

theory. If (X,tO, (XztO and CX. and Of do not satisfy the above con-

dition, then it describes f\ theory which is trivial conformal field theory. We

can map the phase diagram in the coupling constant space. ( {X , Of ),which

is depicted in fig.l.

ol^oti^o A3

(9)

It is remarkable that this diagram coincides with the bifurcation sets in the catas-

trophe theory.

Now we proceed to the next example n~4.



If $,-Q(z ~ # 7 = 0 , then it describes /\ theory. On the other hand, if

(X. S satisfy
1

( 1 0 )

for some

the LC potential is

where (12)

is irrelevant and the theory corresponds to A - model. Now if

of, = = 2a}-2ac , o/j=-3a
then

iv
I * c , J A , ' 4 W r r i f t 3

(13)

w h m

then it describes f\ model.

i f CX|~d , Oit'Q , O/7-~Z(l f°T s o t n e ^ ^ ^ » then there exist two critical

points of W, which are d?=fl and Y~-&. For the critical point <P~ CL,,

we shift the field as (p "= ̂ -ftthen the LG potential in the shifted field is

cl (faz<p>4.a<l?' + /'<p/r

For the critical point (f~ ~(l. '

-5-

- ^ + a

8
, |

( 1 6 )

Therefore, the conformal field theory is Now we map out the phase

diagram in the three dimensional coupling constant spacef /V , Oi-, , $? ) •

The phase diagram is depicted in fig.2. It is remarkable that it coincides with a
°).13)

bifurcation net in catastrophe theory. Also, we can determine the phase diagram

•Urtingfwm/^.. ] > ; - ^ , fyr- ^

One of the interesting application of the phase diagrams of N=2 supercon-

formal field theories is changing of one conformal model to another triggered by a

combination of two or more relevant operators. In one of the previous papers, we

derived the changing of one conformal model to another (renormaliiation group

flow) triggered by one relevant operator. Now we can extend this analysis to more

general case, that is, a conformal model is perturbed by a combination of two or

more relevant operators with adjusted relative coupling constants.

For example, if we perturb the /)-. -conformal field theory by one rele-

vant operator, the only renormalization group flow is

(17)

However, if we perturb /l theory by a combination of two relevant operators

with adjusted coupling constant ratio

the ^normalization group flow is

- 6 -



Also there us a flow

A

/ | by other coupling constant ratio. More gener-

ally, in the case of one relevant operator, there are flows

Ax (20)

but there is no flow to the conformal model /\ M which corresponds to the

"adjacent" singularity. On the contrary, if A theory is perturbed by a combi-

nation of two or more relevant operators, there always exists a coupling constant

ratio, which triggers the flow to the "adjacent" conformal field theory A

' k
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l

Phase diagram of N=2 super LG field theory

in the coupling constant space ( 0( | , (X^ ). It coincides with the bifurcation

sets in catastrophe theory(For the bifurcation sets in catastrophe theory, see fig.

^ d. in ref. ~f or fig. 2 V in ref. / Ĵ and references therein.)

A , /\ - stand for minimal N—2 superconformal field theories corresponding

to these Lie algebras.

Fig.2

Phase diagram of N=2 super LG field theory

in the coupling constant space( Q( , 0(J>$1 ) It coincides with the bifurcation

sets in catastrophe theory, so called the swallow tail.(For this bifurcation set in

catastrophe theory, see fig r • 4 'n ™f• 7 or fig- 2 6 in ref. / J

and references therein.)
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Fig.2
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